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99 Percent Gang A New Screwball Episodic Comedy Series 

A merry band of lovable misfits form a political underground financial re-distribution 
engine...  in short they become crooks, and through a series of bold adventures, attempt 
to swindle Billionaires out of pocket change, to give away to the 99 Percent, those in 
need, like the rest of us!

ThiaMedia Studios in Glendale California is now in production of a new episodic 
comedy series called “99 Percent Gang” featuring Thomas Anawalt, Satchel André, C. 
Stephen Foster, Charlotte Gulezian, and Moronai Kanekoa.  Four of the five are recent 
graduates of the coveted USC Masterʼs Program in Drama. 

The episodes, written and directed by Charles Pelletier, and produced by Cynthia 
Webster, are being shot in Glendale both at ThiaMedia Studios and various locations.  
The two are confident that they have a seriously funny show of very high caliber, and 
are producing it on spec planning for it to be picked-up by Crackle, Hulu, Netflix, or 
other networks.  The show is tremendously funny and looking for a permanent home.

Principal Photography started on the first episode in August of 2014. Several future 
episodes are written, and standing sets have been constructed.  The show just signed a 
production contract with SAG-AFTRA which will allow them to bring in well known actors 
as guest stars in future episodes.  The team is on hiatus over the holidays and seeking 
investors and sponsors for the series.  If you have a product that you would like to see
on the show, then contact them!

You can see the first episode of 99 Percent Gang
“Thatʼs Opportunity Knocking...” for free on Funny Or Dieʼs comedy website here
http://www.funnyordie.com/videos/1bc7657a9f/99-percent-gang

Its been getting a terrific response so far, with lots of viewers voting it FUNNY.

Pelletier says, “My favorite episodic comedies have always been those that are 
grounded in current political and social ideas such as “All in the Family”, “MASH”, and 
“Family Ties”.  “What better way to get people to actually think about the crazy world we 
live in, than through comedy”.

According to Art Director Daryl Hoss, a member of Veterans in Film & Television LA, 
“the show isnʼt just about random acts of kindness and the present imbalance of 
society... “instead of just talking about helping those in need, the show is also giving 
veterans real opportunities to work here in the industry.

For more information about the show please visit their website
99 Percent Gang The Series
http://www.99percentgang.com
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